Sun and Moon
CLASS 2 AUTUMN (2) 2018

ENGLISH

Units of work planned independent of the project using Devon’s teaching sequences for writing.
These units to include work on grammar and punctuation.
Key Stage 2
Mrs Godly
Non-Fiction My Secret War Diary by Flossie Albright by Marcia Williams.
Children will write a sequence of diary entries related to a time in history.
Mrs Lintin
Fiction Brownstone’s Mythical Collection Arthur and the Golden Rope by Joe Todd-Stanton.
Children will write a quest story as one of the Brownstone adventures.
How Santa Really Works by Alan Snow.
Children will write an explanatory text about an imaginary object.

Reading and handwriting is taught outside of the project. Spelling is taught following Devon’s
spelling programme.
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MATHEMATICS
Units of work from Devon’s guidance on: - number sense, additive reasoning, multiplicative
reasoning and geometric reasoning.

SCIENCE
A unit of work on Earth and Space to include describing the movement of the Earth and other
planets relative to the Sun in the solar system, describing the movement of the Moon relative to
the Earth, describing the Sun, Earth and Moon as approximately spherical bodies and using the
idea of the Earth’s rotation to explain day and night and the apparent movement of the sun
across the sky.

HISTORY- World War 2 continued.
Finding out about life during the war for families- The blitz, evacuation, rationing, the Home
Front and propaganda.
ART and DESIGN

Looking at the painting and styles of Monet, Klimt & Mondrian.
I.C.T
Developing an interactive game -The children will design and create a computer program for a
computer game which uses sequences, selection repetition and variables.
Key Stage 2 e-safety.
P.E
Three lessons a week- Swimming and Invasion games (Football and Hockey).
R.E
Beliefs in Action in the World- How do we make moral choices? Judaism and Christianity.
Christmas.
P.S.H.E
Say No to Bullying and Getting On and Falling Out.
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MUSIC
War Time music and songs, creating sounds using percussion instruments continued.
Christmas sounds and songs using Chime bells.
FRENCH
KS2- Children will learn greetings, colours, numbers (1-20), animal names and simple sentences
and commands.

